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Mark Schleder had hoped to start harvesting beans in the next two days but over night rain kept him in corn.
On the cover: Greg McDonald, Mark Schleder’s brother-in-law, clears the remaining beans from one of the several bins on
Schleder Farms. This bin is needed for incoming corn and a good price for beans made it an easier decision.
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Dear Great Silver Fleet,
We’re in corn country in the middle of fall harvest
and early reports say it’s going to be a good one.
In this fourth edition of the Gleaner® newsletter
for 2017, we work the harvest alongside some
great farming friends in Green Valley, Illinois. We
also preview the updates that have been made to
the 2018 Gleaner S9 Series. Finally, we take a look
at one component that’s adding a lot of success
to the harvest: the Command™ corn head.
This is the last issue of the Gleaner newsletter
for 2017. We hope you’ve had a great and
bountiful harvest and that you’ve gotten a good
look at what a Gleaner can offer your operation.
We’ll be back in 2018 to discuss harvesting,
combines and getting the greatest return on
your harvesting investments.
Until next year Great Silver Fleet, our very best
wishes and hopes for your family and farm.
Most sincerely,

Caleb Schleder
Gleaner Combines

A hard day's night
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This year’s harvest takes
us back home to Green
Valley, Illionois, home of
Schleder Farms. There’s

new equipment on the farm
this season such as a massive
new Challenger® 1042 that
will be put to work doing fall
tillage. There’s also a brand

new Gleaner S96 fitted up and
ready to bring in the crop. So
let’s take a little deeper look at
the harvest.
Schleder Farms has over 1,200
acres of corn to harvest and
600 acres of beans to harvest
as soon as the rain moves out.
About 600 acres of crop are

irrigated and more than half of
the beans grown are grown for
seed. There is a robust drying
system and a significant
amount of on-farm storage.
Yet, due to a bountiful harvest
and some crop carryover, they
will be selling some crop and
hauling some to the elevator.

Schleder farms has over 1,200 acres of corn to get in and 600 acres of beans to harvest as soon as the rain moves out.
Roughly 600 acres of crop are irrigated and more than half of the beans grown are destined for seed.
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Mark Schleder checks
the position of the grain
cart before unloading.
Mark farms around 1,200
acres of corn on his Green
Valley, Illinois farm.

Another load of corn
comes from the field to
be dumped in the pit.
This corn will move to
the wet bin and then the
drier before Mark sells it.

Jan
Schleder
takes
the 10:00 p.m. shift to
check the progress at
the drier. Their storage
for wet corn is 15,000
bushels and the drier
can reduce moisture
around 4% at a rate of
700 bushels per hour.
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DAY ONE
On our first day with the Schleders, they’re bringing in the first of the corn and drying it down for
storage— which means someone gets to work the night shift, checking the drier and recording
numbers. A few nights before we arrived, it also meant confronting a raccoon in the drier.
The storage for wet corn is 15,000 bushels and the drier can reduce moisture around 4% at a rate
of 700 bushels per hour. The drier runs continuously so the on-farm grain handling capacity is about
20,000 bushels per day. Dale Schleder pulls the 750-bushel grain cart that is then being unloaded
into two tandem trucks. For his son Mark, this all equates to about 80 acres for each 10-hour day.

Sun sets at the granary at Schleder farms but the work must continue. Someone must monitor and record activity in the
drier throughout the night.
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DAY TWO
Our second day was much like the first; however,
it allowed for the review of some early numbers.
Schleder Farms is using a tremendous amount of
technology to determine which fields are yielding
what profit. The system plugs directly into the
Gleaner CAN bus system and transfers data
directly in to their various applications.
The forecast calls for rain and that means
covering things up and blowing off the red eye
lest it gets packed down and kills the grass.

Schleder Farms is highly focused on efficiency.
The goal is to keep the combine moving and that
means having trucks in place when needed and
capacity at their granary. They will often haul
to the elevator early before a line forms but
once it does, they focus on their own storage. It
is not uncommon for Schleder Farms to switch
between corn and beans at a moment's notice.
As they are grow a good bit of seed beans, overdrying and cracking affects the bottom line. One
point of pride is the fast change-over between
corn and beans— with being ready to go in less
than 25 minutes.

Greg McDonald blows off the redeye before the rain moves in. Mark is particular about their property and wet, piled redeye
will quickly kill the grass it’s sitting on.
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Mark Schleder is a fan
of
using
technology
and data to drive his
farming
decisions.
During
harvest,
he
reconciles yield data
with weather and input
data to determine which
farm ground is operating
at a profit and which is
operating at a loss.

Greg McDonald helps
empty a
bin to be
loaded into an adjacent
truck and hauled to the
local elevator.

Mark's
father,
Dale
Schleder, readies a truck
to haul off soybeans.
While Dale retired years
ago and handed the
day-to-day
operation
to his son Mark, he still
works as hard as anyone
during harvest.
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Schleder Farms uses a
combination of on and
off farm storage. They
often haul to the elevator
earlier in the day and
then switch to on- and
off-farm storage to keep
harvest moving once
the line at the elevator
lengthens.

Greg McDonald pushes
loose kernels into the pit
that will then move to
the wet bin.

Mark Schleder’s 2017
Gleaner S96 is a recent
edition to the farm. The
CAN bus electronics in
the new S96 cab connects
seamlessly to his many
farm technology and
management systems.
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DAY THREE
Day three adds a few more dimensions to the harvest. They need to free up bins so Mark has sold some
beans, and they’re being hauled to the elevator. It’s also a chance to go over the combine and do some
routine maintenance. As said before, Mark has little tolerance for downtime and a little maintenance now
will keep the machines running strong later.
When you look at the overall operation of Schleder Farms, it gives a unique insight into how and why it runs
the way it does. The elevator can be unpredictable when it comes to timing so the farm dries and stores
a lot of its own grain. The grain system handles roughly 20,000 bushels per day so their Class 6 Gleaner
easily keeps up bringing in an average 1,975 bushels per hour while we were there. There are calculations for
granary capacity, distance to elevator and hauling to determine which current set up is the most profitable
at any given condition.
With much of the 2017 harvest in, it’s looking like a good one at Schleder Farms. Here’s to a successful
conclusion to harvest and success in 2018.

Beans leave the bin and head to the elevator. Mark Schleder sells a lot of beans for seed, so he prefers a conveyor over an
auger, owing to the reduced impact on the beans.
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The 2018 Gleaner S9 Series
The Schleders upgraded their combine this year for a good reason. The new cab and technology
worked well with their existing systems. And the added comfort and control was a welcome addition.
In a similar sense, the 2018 Gleaner has some upgrades and additions— all aimed towards making
your harvest more productive and enjoyable. Here’s what’s new for 2018:
IMPROVED REAR AXLE

REAR WHEEL FLIGHTS

A

D

A more durable, heavier and adjustable rear axle is
now standard for S9 Series combines. The axle uses
the same rims as the rear-wheel assist axle and is
vertically adjustable. This improved axle allows for
expanded tire and wheel options.

A new flight in the rear wheels prevents chaff
buildup in the rims. Chaff that falls into the rim
during harvesting contacts the flight and, after
multiple wheel rotations, works its way out of the
rim and onto the ground.

UPGRADED HYDRAULIC PUMP

REAR ACCELERATOR ROLL SHAFT

B

The hydraulic system pump has been upgraded
from a flow rate of 24.8 gallons per minute to
almost 30 gallons per minute. This upgraded pump
provides enough flow for multiple peak functions to
be used simultaneously.

The rear accelerator roll shaft hub has been
moved to the combine side of the gear on the rear
accelerator roll shaft. This causes less deflection
on the gear from loads on the shaft, resulting in a
longer life of the gear.

BELT CHANGES

TECHNOLOGY OPTION

Several belts are now constructed of a chloroprene
material instead of nitrile butadiene rubber. This
material provides longer life and more reliable
performance for the separator belt, rear jackshaft
belt and fixed speed feeder belt.

An optional CDMA and GSM option for Auto-Guide™
is now available as is RTK Ready Guidance Antenna.

The clean grain elevator drive belt has also changed
from a one strand HC belt to a two strand HB belt.
This increases the life of the belt significantly.
REAR ROCK RING

C

A rear rock ring has been added to increase rear feed
chain slat protection from rock ingestion. This ring
is similar to the ring used on the front feeder drum.
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All of these innovations and upgrades help make
your harvest more productive and enjoyable.
Make sure you’re talking to your dealer about prepurchasing your new 2018 S9 Series Gleaner and
what programs are available to make it the perfect
value and fit for your farm.

A

A

B

C

D
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It's all in your head
Over the past several years, we at Gleaner seem to
always come back to a familiar subject. Combines
only perform as well as they’re fed, and header
performance is every bit as important as combine
performance. The Gleaner 3000 Series Hugger
Corn Head is a legendary design that has endured
for three decades. And it’s for that reason that we
were so careful when redesigning it to preserve its
excellent performance but give enhancements to
save crop, grain and frustration.
Corn yields are increasing across the Corn Belt and
many farmers are increasing the amount of acres
they are harvesting. Development over the last
several years has created higher density, tougher
stalks to support these higher corn yields. This
puts a greater burden on farmers to harvest more
acres in a day with their combine and manage the
resulting residue.
The Command corn head delivers more capacity
and faster harvesting rates with reduced header
loss. Command corn heads feature:
•
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A smoother transition of crop into the head
is due to the low-density polyethylene snouts
that allow crop a smoother feeding transition

without butt-shelling and ear bounce.
•

The larger 20-inch diameter, high capacity
auger provides better feeding and transition
of material into the feeder house for more
capacity and better crop control.

•

An innovative fore-aft header tilt feature allows
greater performance in downed corn.

•

The integrated header accumulator system
allows the header to float while providing
cushion for both the header and combine.

Combines can be limited by the corn head, and
the ability to harvest at faster rates with greater
yields is the pinch point on many farms. At the
same time, the amount of trash a corn head takes
into the machine affects the amount of material
the combine has to process. Many farms can also
benefit from the chopping of the stalk and residue
for a faster breakdown in the field and easier fall
and spring tillage.
This head saves grain, crop, time and expense—
things every farm wants to conserve. And things
they can conserve with the Command corn head
from Gleaner.

Command Series Row Unit Features:
•

Stalk rolls have point-to-point
contact for better feeding.

•

The canted shape of deck plate openings
reduces shelling from cob impact.

•

Available in chopping or non-chopping
models. Chopping feature can be
disengaged on chopping models.

•

Minimized gaps in between junction of
gatherer and row unit reduce loss.

•

Design and length of lugs on gathering
chains strip less leaves, reducing the amount
of trash that is pulled into the combine.

•

Reduced ratio of gathering chain speed versus
stalkroll speed provides gentle feeding.
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